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Hum... 

Well this is something I learned by accident...  course most everything I learned was an accident !!!  lol.... and 

started a long time ago right here:  www.geocities.com/stars2man  

  

So DNA is like part of us, it is who we are....  It's a crystal structure that is alive inside of us.  All crystals are 

like geometric shapes or forms of knowledge.  Numbers dimensions, quantities, formula....  So DNA becomes 

this living knowledge.... 

  

DNA is the truth and knowledge that creates us.  So we are born perfect like Adam and Eve were in bodies of 

"God's Image" designed to last forever.....  BUT; we corrupt this with the "knowledge" that we collect in our 

culture and society.   

  

Like age?  What is age?  Some number Mom gives us every year. "Son you are one now" ....  But what is 

age?  Time?   What's time?  Some meaningless concept.... Do your cells really "age"....  is the new split cell 

inside of us any different than the last? 

  

Evolution is changing our DNA.  So the DNA learns based on the outside influence we impose on it.  So I 

decided Age is a number and meaningless.  So therefore my cells will all split and my body will regenerate 

every cell every 7 years just like yours will.   

  

However, I don't believe in AGE and instead decided I liked being 16.  Yes, I remember 16 and loved the 

experience of Being 16....  Referring to the previous belief in age where I was 16 at some time.  So now I've 

"reminded" my DNA of the joy and love I feel and am as 16.   

  

So now my DNA is producing 16....  Course until I got divorced; and the new angel who saved my ass, told 

me 21 or 31 would be better, more sophisticated.... lol....  so whatever!!! 

  

  

Now "dizzy friend"....  if you can feel the helix in that picture then you are ready to do anything.  You are 

feeling your DNA.  Your crystal knowledge of the evolution of mankind stored in your DNA is something you 

instinctively understand and read already.  This helix you see is like a key to secret knowledge you already 

know. 
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Dizzy Friend, read that last paragraph again. 

  

So know it!!! 

NOW, You can set your DNA to express "you" anyway that you like.  It's only time and evolution we are 

playing with....  meaningless concepts in the big Picture anyway.  (I'm Kilroy!!! STYX on www.club977.com)  

  

As Kilroy you’re the boss and take charge.  So now feel your DNA,  

            "Hey there, Hi little guys" 

Feel and see the little spiral... and simply share your desire with them as a feeling.  All communication with 

creation, DNA, Cells, animals, trees, stones, rivers.... is done by FEELING.  (see example: http://health.

groups.yahoo.com/group/reconnections/message/27974)   You simply decide what you want and you feel 

it....  feeling it WITH your DNA....  like put your arm around them...  smile xo  ;-D) 

  

Imagine you are on a roller coaster, and your DNA is the track....  Hey look at the track it's really cool....  you 

know them, they are all part of you...  "High Five"  ....round, round you go, everyone knows you, thousands 

and thousands holding up this track you're riding on.... 

  

"now guys, age 16 is cool....  feels nice....  aaahhh thanks.... now I need to do something about...." 

  

Hum, done a bunch of these....  

 

Hum, the food I eat.... it's all full of drugs and hormones and toxins and crap, but you're the crystal of life, the 

DNA, the evolution of this Earth....  So you know what all these chemicals are, and every atom has a place.  I 

KNOW this too, it's all in the Creation Story.  So my little DNA buddies, let's find the source and use for 

everything I ingest.....  and clear out all this excess crap society pollutes me with. 

  

Oh no, better still....  you DNA folks, crystals of Life, Creation of Mother Earth, knower of all things, why not 

just INSPIRE me to eat only things that I need.  Like, just make another feeling for what I need to eat.  Yea, 

that's it, create a new feeling that I can react to so I only eat .....  bla bla bla .... 

 

 
Ugh.... these can really go on forever.  Simply know that you really "already Know."  And 

decide what it is you need inside and create it.  This is like the pre-curser for "spoon 

bending" lol.....  BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR.... 

  

Hum,  
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Dizzy Friend, this will really make you dizzy.  Everything has a place and a time.  So 

Please be careful what you ask for..... 

  

Deciding you want to have wings like a dragon is something really neat and something the 

earth has seen before....  BUT making it part of your experience now, might mean 

something else that you've not considered yet.  Like all creation has evolved a lot, so the 

only expression of these wings might be with horns and breathing fire and brimstone....  so 

unless you want to be apocalypses monkey .... 

  

Lol....  sorry. 

I need to post my own too..... 

Namaste 

er;-) 
 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/activation333/message/601 
From:  "considal" <considal@c...>  

Date:  Mon Aug 23, 2004  9:33 pm  

Subject:  Re: [activation333] Maitreya: The Great Invocation 
 
 
Erix, 

this was great... i followed all the links and read the discussion at the recons (this stuff was posted 

before I joined).  
 
Now about those spirals that nobody but you saw... guess what.. they can be seen easily.. this is 

how.... 
 
if you go to the link you provided  http://www.sacred-texts.com/dna/hgp011k.htm  and starting at 

the top begin to highlight the text to select it ... if you just let the highlighting 'run' or 'scroll' by itself 

while you hold the mouse button firm for selecting ... the text scrolls perfectly and the helix spirals 

can be easily seen. : ) !!!!! - well not easily but if you don't try to focus your eyes on the scrolling 

text the spriral begins to form pretty quickly! there are about 3 or 4 of them running continuously..  
 
It won't work without the highlighting and it won't work if the genome text is not exactly aligned like 

it is at the website link you sent... I tried cuz I was thinking of making a gif that would scroll it 

automatically so the spirals could be seen. All sorts of problems with came up and so far have 

been unable to do it without the exact placement of the letters like here... 

 .... 

GCAGGCCCAGCAATTCACTGCAGGCCCCAAGTGCTGACCTGCTTGGCTGGGTCTGACCGT 

GCTGGTTGTCCTCAGCTCTCCCACCCCAAGAAGGGCTCGAGAACTGAGGTAGCTGAACAA 
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CCGCTTTCACGTTCCGGGTCCTTTGCTATTAGTTGTTATGGCTTTGAGTTTTCTATCAAA 

TGTGAGAAAGTCAGCTGCACTGGTTGACCACCTCAAAAATGCAAATTGGTGTAATTTCAG 

TCAATACATGCGCACTGGGCATTAAAAATGCAAATTTCCTGCTGTGCAGAGAGCAAGAAA 

GTACAGCACCTTGTTTAGGAACAAAACTCAGGATGGCAAGAGAACCTTTCCTCTTCCCCA 

AATGGATATTAGGTCCTTCTCTGGGACAGAGGACGAGGGTGTGGCCACAGCTCTAGGTAA 

GGGACCTCAGATGCATCTCATGGCCCCAGCTTAGTCTGTACTGTTATTAAAAAACAAACA 

GACAGATGCTGGCACTGTGGCCAGCCAAGCAGGCCAGCCCTGCAGCCCCTTTAAATCAGA 

... 

without the contrast provided by reversing the colors during highlighting (white letters on black 

background) and the movement of the 1000 lines scrolling .. the spiral cannot be seen too easily. 
 
This is really COOL! lol.. You are definitely not imagining the spirals !! I am going to try to animate 

the lines and make it a loop.. lol.. like a movie... i have never tried such a thing and have no idea 

how to do it but am going to give it a try.  
 
Please send more information regarding your experiences with this.. I am going a little bald and I 

wouldn't mind making my hair a little thicker ; ) ... I already dropped bunches of weight by just 

telling my body to do it and i think i stopped the hair loss (years ago by just willing it) but i haven't 

tried growing some back .. that would be fun to try. 
 
its funny how folks immediately wanted to change your advice about how to do it ... seems like 

following a recipe that works is not as easy as it sounds, hunh? : ) .. I will try it your way first before 

I go changing it.. so details would be appreciated... either in forum or privately if it gets too boringly 

detailed.. thats ok .. i can handle recipes.. the spicing can come later once i have the basic 

technique down... ; ) .. i just love messing with the buttons and levers...  
 
time for dinner (dna)!  
 
your dizzy friend, 

me 
 
PS.. 

If anyone else tries this would you please tell me if you also saw the spirals? I'd appreciate it.  
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